This paper describes a new extension to light beam tracing that includes glossy multi-bounce transport paths for more realistic rendering of caustics. A spherical Gaussian approximation of the glossy scatter distribution as well as Gauss' divergence theorem is used to develop an efficient solution that replaces the irradiance surface integral with a boundary line integral.
INTRODUCTION
Caustics, shown in Figure 1 , produce important cues for vision and scene understanding. Using Heckbert's [8] existing regular expression notation for describing light transport paths, the light paths that produce caustics may be Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. 
expressed as L(S|G)
* D 1 . This paper is on the topic of synthesising or rendering these transport paths.
Light beam tracing (LBT) has previously [2, 5] been used to lump together neighbouring multi-bounce specular transport paths (LS * D) and single bounce glossy transport paths (L(S|G)D). Beams such as shown in Figure 2 are traced from the light source instead of individual rays. Tracing beams reduces the number of transport operations needed to render a scene, and this results in more efficient rendering.
This paper makes two contributions to LBT:
• Firstly single bounce glossy LBT is reformulated using Gauss' divergence theorem which enhances (and Stokes) both its quality and performance. As far as we know this is the first application of Gauss' theorem to solve the lighting integral.
• Secondly, this paper extends the applicability of glossy LBT to include multi-bounce glossy transport paths.
The software that accompanies this paper and that was used to generate the results is available at: http://code.google. com/p/stitch-engine/source tag sprinkles 2 . The software was implemented as part of a PhD study and includes a couple of rendering algorithms. Section 2 surveys relevant previous work, Section 3 overviews the LBT algorithm and Section 4 gives a reformulation of LBT which is the basis for the rest of the paper. The two respective contributions made in the paper are discussed in Section 5 and Section 6. Some results and analysis are given in Section 7 followed by concluding remarks in Section 8.
RELATED WORKS
After Whitted [17] had shown how ray tracing from the camera could be used for shaded rendering (LDS * E transport paths), Heckbert and Hanrahan [9] attempted to improve rendering performance by tracing polygon beams instead of individual rays. Arvo [1] showed that LS * DS * E caustic transport paths-which was difficult with the approaches of Whitted, and Heckbert and Hanrahan-could be rendered by backward ray tracing from the light and using illumination maps. However, the scene geometry has to be discretised into polygons and to obtain good results a lot of storage and many light rays are required. Watt's [16] LSDE backward (read 'light') beam tracing approach alleviated the aliasing and light map resolution problems of Arvo's backward ray tracing by tracing polygon beams from the light. Watt's approach however does not support multi-bounce transport paths and only considers specular surfaces.
Jensen and Christensen [10] introduced photon mapping (PM) that replaced Arvo's illumination map with a kernel based density estimate and an accompanying photon radiance estimate. The most important benefit of this is the decoupling of the lighting information from the scene geometry which solves the aliasing and light map resolution problems of Arvo's backward ray tracing. However, for the radiance estimate to converge one still potentially requires many backward rays or photons to be traced.
Chuang and Cheng [3] extended backward beam tracing to use a beam bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) and a sub-linear time point-in-beam test to find all beams that contribute illumination to a receiving surface point. This improves upon Watt's method by allowing illumination of non-flat surfaces while maintaining good performance.
Brière and Poulin [2] further improved upon Chuang and Cheng's extended backward polygon beam tracing by using a light image to setup the beam paths. Similar to the photon map, the light image decouples the lighting from the scene geometry and simplifies the light transport so that multibounce specular transport paths may be implemented.
Schjøth et al. [13] improved upon PM by adding differential wavefront information. This allows one to propagate the photon footprint and adapt the size and shape of the kernel used in the radiance estimate. It reduces the bias in the solution while maintaining low variance of caustics and shadows. However, the support of the kernels could be incomplete in low photon density areas, leading to noise.
Spencer and Jones [14] have proposed adding a photon relaxation step to PM that redistributes the photons before the forward render step. Photon relaxation permits a smaller kernel to be used in the radiance estimate which reduces the bias while maintaining low variance. Spencer and Jones [15] further improved upon photon relaxation by parameterising the photons to distinguish between neighbouring light ray envelopes. However, the drawback of photon mapping remains: many individual photons have to be traced from the light source, although not as many as for classical PM.
Duvenhage et al. [5] extended LBT to include glossy surface interactions. However, they only support single bounce caustics and fail to give a proof of their irradiance estimate. Using a definition of the specular bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) that includes the Dirac delta function δ 3 , they express the irradiance due to a beam reflected from a perfect specular surface as:
Φs is the flux contained (and conserved) within the beam; Area ⊥ is the cross sectional area of the beam at point x; and Ω is the domain of all φ vectors that represent the reflecting surface in the 2D Euclidean domain of the Dirac delta scatter distribution 4 . To explain this equation Duvenhage et al. used Figure 3 which shows on the left a 2D side-view of a single bounce beam scattered by a smooth specular surface. The Dirac delta scatter distribution is drawn as a sharp peak. The irradiance integral proceeds from φ1 at B through zero to φ0 at A . The size of the integration domain is then Ω1D = φ1 + φ0. The Dirac delta integral therefore acts as an on/off switch for the beam irradiance depending on the location of the query point.
The contribution of Duvenhage et al. was to generalise the irradiance estimate in Equation (1) to single bounce beams reflected from specular and glossy (S|G) surfaces. This is accomplished by replacing the Dirac delta scatter distribution with a spherical Gaussian probability distribution shown on the right in Figure 3 . The irradiance due to a beam is then:
The Gaussian probability distribution spreads the beam flux outside of the specular beam. The 2D domain of integration Ω is described further in Section 3 and Section 4.
OVERVIEW OF LBT ALGORITHM
3 The Dirac delta function is zero everywhere except at the origin and has an integral of one over its domain. 4 The over arrow indicates a vector quantity. Our LBT algorithm is an extension of both the single bounce glossy LBT algorithm described by Duvenhage et al. [5] and the multi-bounce specular light image based LBT algorithm developed by Brière and Poulin [2] . Our algorithm therefore renders L(S|G) * D transport paths. LBT proceeds as shown in Algorithm 1. Within the Render procedure the TraceBeams procedure generates a viewindependent set of beams that is stored in a bounding volume hierarchy (BVH). The forward phase of the render algorithm then iterates over all the pixels in the image to calculate the radiance that would be measured at each pixel.
Our TraceBeams procedure progresses in a similar fashion to the light image beam tracing approach described by Brière and Poulin [2] . The main difference is that we represent the light image as a dynamically subdivided geodesic dome mesh around the light instead of as a flat plane in front of the light. Light rays are first traced through the vertices of the initial light image mesh. The light image mesh is then dynamically refined by tracing more light rays so that the light image mesh better represents the envelopes (i.e. beams) of transport paths in the scene.
The Gather procedure finds an intersection of a primary or secondary camera ray with the scene and calculates the LBT irradiance estimate for that intersection point. The irradiance estimate is calculated for each beam segment retrieved from the BVH of beam segments for the intersection point.
REFORMULATION OF LBT
In this section, as background to subsequent sections, we formally derive the irradiance estimate found in the literature and shown in Equation (2) . Our reformulation of this derivation leads to the two contributions of the paper. These contributions are presented in Section 5 and Section 6. Figure 4 shows an image of a single bounce light beam. We derive the formula for the irradiance E (x) incident at x due to the light beam reflected from the free surface at y. The differential radiance incident at x from direction Ψ, dL (x ← Ψ), may be expressed in terms of the BRDF, fr:
dE(y ← Ψ ) is the differential irradiance at y due to a differential solid angle dω Ψ around the incoming direction Ψ . dE ⊥ (y ← Ψ ) is the differential orthogonal flux density for point y from dω Ψ around direction Ψ 5 . Usually the BRDF fr at y would be defined as:
However, we propose that a glossy BRDF with a negligible diffuse component be recast as:
where φ is the offset of the outgoing direction −Ψ relative to the specular scatter direction R. R may be calculated using the dot product which results in: 
ray.L += Gather(intersect.specReflRay) 25:
ray.L += ρs · intersect.specRef lRay.L 26: end procedure Using φ, the glossy BRDF becomes:
We define
. This BRDF representation is similar to the Phong BRDF and the glossy BRDF modified and numerically verified for physical plausibility [6] . By defining the BRDF in this way ρ( φ) is a probability distribution of scattered light. For glossy LBT ρ( φ) is a Spherical Gaussian probability distribution:
For convenience the scalar form of φ is sometimes used and means φ . Specular reflectivity due to material properties, Fresnel effects, etc. are embedded in the specular coefficient ρs. The magnitude φ of a φ vector is the angle between the line from x to a point on the scattering surface and the specularly reflected light path through that point. For a distant, approximately directional, source at e and 
using the definition of the glossy BRDF in Equation 4 the radiance at x becomes:
The orthogonal flux density, E ⊥ , is given by Φs Area y⊥ . The specular coefficient and scatter probability distribution at y are denoted by ρsy and ρy respectively. Recall that Φs is the flux contained within the specular beam and Area y⊥ is the beam cross section at y. The approximations are due to the assumption that the light source is relatively far away compared to the size of the area Area y⊥ .
Then, using Equation 6, the differential irradiance at x from direction Ψ, dE (x ← Ψ), and the resulting irradiance, E (x), becomes:
ΩABC is the 2D equivalent of the 1D domain Ω1D referred to in Section 2 and shown in Figure 3 . ΩABC is the domain of φ vectors to all points within triangle A B C in Figure 5 . Then, because the cosine function changes much slower than the glossy scatter distribution ρ one may for small ΩABC assume an approximately constant cosine value and write:
With some mathematical manipulation
Area y⊥ Area x⊥ may be shown to be the required variable substitution between ρ( φ) and ρ( φ(ωΨ)), viz.:
Then from Equation 7 and Equation 8:
where ΩABC is the angular support of the scattering triangle defined by Areay at y in Figure 4 . The domain ΩABC is defined by φ0, φ1 and φ2 shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . In addition to using Equation 3, φ0, φ1 and φ2 may be expressed in any Euclidian ortho-normal basis (û andv) of the orthogonal flux plane using the information in Figure 5 . The length φ1 = φ1 , for example, is the angle between the specular light path at B and the vector from B to x in Figure 4 . This leads to:
To efficiently solve the irradiance surface integral, Duvenhage et al. [5] used a domain decomposition and approximate table lookups to solve the irradiance surface integral instead of a Monte-Carlo (MC) or similar numerical solution. However, domain decompositions combined with approximations often give numerical problems that lead to noise in the image. The first contribution of this paper, given in the next section, addresses this problem.
USING GAUSS' THEOREM
If the scatter probability distribution can be written as the divergence of a 2D vector field F , i.e. ρ = ∇ · F then Gauss' divergence theorem [7] allows the surface integral over ΩABC to be replaced by a line integral around the boundary (line loop AB, BC, CA) of the domain of the surface integral:
Here n is the outward pointing normal to the boundary line and s is the variable of integration along the boundary. One may derive F φ from ρ φ using the polar form of φ as opposed to the Cartesian form φ = aû + bv used earlier.
The polar form used is a = φ cos (θ) and b = φ sin (θ). The scalar φ is therefore still used to mean φ and in this case φ = √ a 2 + b 2 . The spherical Gaussian ρ φ is cylindrically symmetric and ∂ ∂θ F is zero leading to:
ϕ 0 ρ φ 2πφ dφ is the polar form definition of the cumulative density function (CDF) of ρ φ within radius ϕ. ϕ is used as an additional 2D variable and ϕ = ϕ . This leads to:
For an efficient analytical expression of the CDF, the Gaussian ρ distribution (shown in Equation 12 ) is first approximated by a raised cosine distribution [12] :
ρ (φ) 2πφ dφ and Equation 13 :
2 . Then, one may efficiently compute the surface irradiance due to a beam with:
It turns out that the integrand F · n of Equation 15 is quite smooth. Even near the origin it is well behaved as shown in Figure 7 . Note that the integrand is a dot product of n which is orthogonal to the boundary line. The shape of the surface plot is therefore dependent on the orientation of the boundary line and the figure shows the integrand for boundary lines parallel to the dashed arrows. The numerical evaluation of the integral proceeds by first finding the peak of the function along the boundary. The peak is also the point closest to the origin. Then from this location trapezoidal integration is used in both directions along the border (a dashed arrow) at a dynamic step size of 
MULTI-BOUNCE TRANSPORT PATHS
We build upon the light image idea of Brière and Poulin [2] and the derivation given in Section 4 to extend Duvenhage et al.'s [5] single bounce glossy LBT method to multiplebounces. This is the second contribution of this paper.
Regardless of surface glossiness, we define a specular light path as a light path that interacts with all surfaces as if they are perfectly specular. The truncated path between surface interactions is known as a specular light path segment. Similarly, a specular light beam is a triplet of specular light paths. The truncated beam between specular surface interactions is known as a beam path segment.
Following the lead of Brière and Poulin [2] the sub-division refinement of the light image and the light beam paths are driven by the coherency between neighbouring specular light paths. A light beam path is coherent as long as its specular light paths intersect the same object surfaces and stay approximately coaxial. Figure 2 shows what a typical light image mesh projected on the scene looks like for a cardioid caustic. A 2-subdivision where each triangle-side is divided by two is used.
Although not the focus of this paper, it is worth mentioning that to accelerate the multi-bounce beam segment traversal during rendering, an axis aligned k-sided Discrete Oriented Polytope (k-DOP) [11] BVH is used instead of the cone BVH used by previous authors [3] [2] [5] . A k-DOP BVH was chosen because of the discrete orientations of the bounding planes that create a very tight fitting hierarchy. The k planes are directly evaluated during BVH traversal and a 12-DOP seems to work well for LBT. Figure 8 shows the scenario used to derive multi-bounce LBT. An expression for the irradiance E (v) at v is required. From Figure 8 :
Then, using the right hand side of the glossy BRDF definition in Equation 4 of Section 4 to substitute for f (x, Ψ ↔ Ψ ) we get:
Using
and thus
ρx φx ρy φy dωΨ.
Then to calculate the irradiance, Equation 17 expresses the irradiance at v as a function of the specular beam flux at v and the angular support of the scattering surfaces at x and y. The double surface integral is a product of spherical Gaussians. Given that the domain Ω φy is large relative to the width of ρy φy one may simplify the expression for E (v):
We use the uppercase P symbol here instead of the lowercase ρ to indicate the effective or accumulated scatter lobe of the beam segment. Equation 18 decouples the beam segments of a light beam path from one another. For rough glossy and diffuse surfaces the domain Ω φy might be small relative to the width of ρy φy . Future work should address the accumulation of the scatter lobe in these cases to generalise the rendering algorithm to all frequency interactions. The same Gauss' divergence theorem solution is reused for multi-bounce beam segments, leading to:
In this case the integration domain is defined by P and ΩABC . 
RESULTS
This section presents some performance and comparative quality results for LBT. The two computer platforms were a 2.26 GHz Core 2 Duo Macbook Pro with 8 GB RAM and a quad core 3.2 GHz Core i7 960 with 6 GB RAM. The number of render threads of execution is automatically set to the number reported by C++11's std::thread's hardware_concurrency() method which is two in the case of the Core 2 Duo and 8 in case of the hyper threaded quad core. All images were rendered at a size of 800x600 pixels. The render times are given as ('light phase time' + 'forward render time') to two significant digits.
The vector function to be integrated in Equation 19 makes use of a raised cosine approximation to the Gaussian probability distribution to allow the CDF to be expressed analytically. The approximation error is evident in the Gauss error plot in Figure 13 . The noise of the Gauss solution is however quite low compared to that of the previous table lookup optimisation also shown in Figure 13 . The execution performance of the new Gauss solution is comparable with the table lookup solution which does three potentially cache unfriendly lookups plus an addition. On the Core 2 platform the Gauss solution and the table lookup solution take on average 0.72µs and 0.75µs respectively. The MC numerical surface integral takes on average 1.1ms. Figure 9 shows the effect of adding multiple bounces to the rendering of caustics. The same scene and light source are used, but the image on the right shows how light also bounces around inside of such a reflective ring using multibounce LBT. The average cost of having included multiple bounces stays (log n) in the total number of beam segments. The LBT results are compared to classic PM using a direct caustic radiance estimate because it efficiently simulates L(S|G) * D caustic transport paths. A MC light tracer [4] is used to generate reference results. Due to the noise in the MC light tracer a qualitative comparison of the image quality is done. Future work should investigate a suitable image similarity metric to quantitatively measure the error of the PM and LBT results. Figure 10 compares a simple cardioid caustic result of PM and multi-bounce LBT. 200 photons are used in the radiance estimate. Notice the softer caustics reflected from the more glossy surfaces in the bottom row. Table 1 shows the execution performance of PM and LBT for the cardioid caustic. For this scene the software is capable of tracing 2.4M photons or rays per second on the Core 2 platform and 16M rays per second on the i7 platform. Due to the large number of pixels within an image the render times are, as expected, quite stable over any number of runs. Figure 11 shows the photon map, LBT and reference results of caustics due to more complex gear objects. 200 photons are used in the radiance estimate. Each result is entirely rendered using a single rendering algorithm. Table 2 shows the execution performance of the three rendering methods. For this scene the software is capable of tracing 1.2M photons or rays per second on the Core 2 platform and 7.8M rays per second on the i7 platform.
Note that the reference light trace renderer only has a light phase. Specular and glossy objects therefore appear black as opposed to shiny because light tracing is not suited to rendering the appearance of these objects. Figure 12 shows the reference, photon map and LBT results of a larger scene. 500 photons are used in the radiance estimate. The noise on the walls of the photon map result is due to the same direct radiance estimate and photon map used for all transport paths. Table 3 shows the execution performance of the three rendering methods for this scene. For this scene the software is capable of tracing 600k photons or rays per second on the Core 2 platform and 3.9M Figure 13 : The probability error of the table lookup (ErrTable) vs. the error of the Gauss solution (ErrGauss) against the average φ of the probability query. P ref is the reference probability curve. 
CONCLUSION
Gauss' divergence theorem is used to express the lighting integral as a boundary line integral which takes a fraction of the time of a MC surface integral to evaluate. However, a raised cosine approximation is required for efficient evaluation of the CDF. This introduces some locally constant error as shown in Figure 13 , but exhibits much improved noise behaviour over existing optimised solutions. The error could be reduced further with a more accurate approximation of the Gaussian distribution's CDF. A future topic for research could be to evaluate other approximations of the Gaussian PDF and CDF.
LBT was extended to multi-bounce glossy interactions. The comparative or better forward render times and the relatively low time and memory cost of the light phase makes LBT a good alternative to PM. Future work should investigate extending the calculation of the scatter lobe P to support all frequency interactions.
The forward rendering time of LBT is strongly dependent on the glossiness of the materials, due to the overlap of the glossy beams. Typically, 80% of the execution time is spent during forward rendering searching for glossy beams of σ = 0.05 that potentially contribute to a point. The efficiency of the initial beam tracing phase does, however, mean that one could spend more time building more efficient light field hierarchies to improve the forward render time.
Significant speedup of LBT could therefore also still be attained by merging neighbouring beam path segments that are similar. The boundary line solution favours merged beams due to the improved circumference to surface ratios of merged beams. Future work could also focus on replacing the numerical line integral with a piecewise analytical solution.
Comparison with other state-of-the-art methods for rendering caustics, such as using photon differentials and photon relaxation, has not yet been done. These methods are extensions of PM and hence still-like classic PM-are required to trace a far greater number of photons than the number of beams required by LBT. A detailed comparison including an appropriate image similarity metric could, however, more informatively guide the development of beam tracing.
